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The books I write are fast-paced adventure thrillers, but always, at their heart, there’s a kernel
historical truth. My novels are like real expeditions for me, full of the thrill and adrenaline an
danger I’ve experienced myself around the world. The factual backdrop of this novel is discussed
my author’s note at the end of the book.

—DAVID GIBBI

In 1933 Heinrich Himmler—the second most powerful man in Nazi Germany—bought Wewelsbu
Castle, a medieval stronghold perched high above the valley of the River Alme in Westphali
Himmler associated the region with the mythic origins of the German nation, and saw the castle
triangular shape as a “spear of destiny” pointing north. The castle had a sinister history: Legend he
that thousands of accused witches were tortured and executed there, and an inquisition room st
survived in the basement. But nothing in its past could equal the plans that Himmler had for it.
He set about transforming Wewelsburg into the “order castle” of the SS, the ideological center
the Nazi cult. Slave laborers were brought to a new concentration camp near the castle, and mo
than a thousand of them were worked to death quarrying and transporting stone. A circula
chamber was created, the SS Generals’ Hall. In the center of the oor was a twelve-spoke
sunwheel, leading out to twelve pillars and window niches. Directly below lay another chamber,
domed vault based on the tombs of the Bronze Age Mycenaeans, whose semi-mythical rul
Himmler admired—Agamemnon, the conqueror of Troy. At the zenith of the dome was an ancien
symbol that had been found on pottery at Troy and on golden decorations at Mycenae, a symb
the Nazis expropriated for their own baleful ends—the crooked cross, or swastika.
What went on in those rooms may never be known. Wewelsburg became a focus for Na
archaeological research, to ful ll Adolf Hitler’s desire to “return to the source of the blood, to root u
again in the soil, to seek again for strength from sources which have been buried for 2,000 years
Yet Hitler himself never visited the castle. It was to remain Himmler’s preserve, central to h
obsession with prehistory and the occult. From there the Ahnenerbe—the Department of Cultur
Heritage—sent expeditions to Tibet, to Peru, to Iceland, to places still unknown today, searching fo
Aryan origins and for the greatest prize of all, the lost civilization of Atlantis. Underlying everythin
were Himmler’s racial theories, and Wewelsburg became a springboard for some of the greate
crimes against humanity ever conceived. It was there that he began to formulate the Final Solution
the mass murder of the Jews. And it was there in 1941 that he assembled his top SS generals befo
the invasion of Russia, the most destructive military campaign in history—one foretold to Himml
in a legend, and fueled by his doctrine of Aryan racial superiority over the Slavic peoples of Russia.
Yet even while these terrible events were unfolding, Himmler continued to be obsessed with th
symbols and artifacts of the past. He envisaged Wewelsburg Castle within a huge semicircula
complex, the Center of the New World, its plan reminiscent of the circular prehistoric monumen
that he associated with mythical Aryan forebears. He planned a huge archaeological collection
Wewelsburg, to make it part of SS indoctrination. The placing of the sunwheel and the swastika
the SS Generals’ Hall and the vault below show how he drew power from ancient symbols, an
incorporated them into the very core of Nazi ideology. And just as he saw those prehistor
monuments as evidence of a new order, of a new race arisen, so he saw his new world as one whe
the only gods were the gods of the Nazis, the gods they themselves had become.
Nobody knows how close Himmler may have come to realizing his dream, and what artifacts ma
have been brought there. Deep within the castle lay another chamber, Himmler’s private vault, bu
when American soldiers captured Wewelsburg in 1945 they found it empty, its contents unknow
and seemingly lost forever to history.
One artifact might have been at Wewelsburg, an artifact of extraordinary power that could hav
unlocked the greatest obsession of all: the dream of the lost civilization of Atlantis, and of Atlant
reborn …

Then, as dawn rst glimmered, from the horizon rose a dark cloud, and Adad the storm god w
raging within it. Then Nergal, god of plague and war, wrenched out the boats’ mooring pole
Nunurta, god of the earth, made the dams over ow; and the Annunaki, dread gods of th
underworld, their torches brandished, shriveled the land with their ames. Desolation from Ada
spread over the sky, and all that had been bright was turned into darkness. Like a bull he charge
the land; he shattered the land like a vessel of clay; for a day the raging winds attened the lan
and then came the ood. Like a tide of war it swept over the people. A brother could not distingui
his brother; from heaven the people were not to be seen … For six days and seven nights it raged
the wind, the storm, the ood; it attened the land. On the seventh day the wind abated, the stor
that had ravaged the land like a war; the sea was lulled, the gale was spent; the ood ended.
looked on the day, and all sound was stilled; all the people had turned to clay. All around me th
waters were at like the roof of a house. Then I opened a hatchway in the boat, and on my chee
streamed the sunlight. I bowed down and wept, my cheeks over owing with tears. I gazed into th
distance, to the furthest bounds of the ocean, and saw land arising. On the mountain of Nisir th
boat ran aground; the mountain of Nisir held the boat fast, and would not release it … I brought a
o ering and made a sacri ce, and I poured a libation on the peak of the mountain … so it was th
the gods took me and caused me to dwell in this place, at the ends of the earth …
THE WORDS OF UTA-NAPISHTIM TO GILGAMESH FROM TABLET XI OF HE WHO SAW THE DEEP, THE BABYLONIAN VERSION OF THE EPIC
OF GILGAMESH (LATE SECOND MILLENNIUM BC AKKADIAN, BUT DERIVED FROM A STORY FIRST WRITTEN DOWN IN SUMERIAN IN THE
THIRD MILLENNIUM BC AND PROBABLY ORIGINATING MILLENNIA EARLIER)

PROLOGUE
THE VOYAGE OF UTA-NAPISHTIM

T

and squinted at the western horizon, trying to see past th
blinding glare of the sun. Earlier he had sensed a ickering in the sky, a strange smell in th
air, but he no longer knew whether it was real or a dream. He tensed his hands and heave
himself up, then leaned over the side and stared into the depths. His knuckles were raw an
bleeding from sunburn and salt, but he no longer felt the pain. In the weeks since they ha
been marooned in this windless, weed-choked sea he had taken to staring down, pulling h
tattered leopardskin cape over his head to shade the water, letting it form a cover that ha
stiffened with the salt.
The sea was deep blue, and he could see far down, to where blue became black. H
glimpsed ashes of silver, and sparkles of light. He knew that something was down there
shadowing them, a shape that lurked on the edge of the underworld. If only he could x
with his eyes, then he would be able to draw on the power of its spirit. He had spent hou
looking, days. Even his brother Enlil no longer called him by the nickname they had used a
boys, Noah, but now addressed him, half mockingly, by his shaman-name, Uta-napishtim, h
who sees the deep. The others in his boat were too far gone to help him look, only four o
them now, paralyzed by thirst and hunger and fear. But he was their spirit traveler, the
shaman. They might see the earthly form of the monster, but only he could touch its spirit.
He picked up his obsidian knife and ran his thumb along the blade, feeling it cut into h
skin. He remembered going with Enlil and their father Ra Shamash deep into the volcano t
nd the sacred black stone, and watching the old man make the rippled at of the blade b
pressing o tiny akes with a piece of antler. Noah had a cache of blades here now, in
basket under the thwarts, but this knife made by his father was the most sacred. That ha
been the day their father had taken them for the rst time to the spirit cave and given them
their shaman-names, and taught them to inscribe their names into the rock using the ancien
symbols, beside the paintings of bulls and leopards and vultures. But their father had gone t
the spirit world years before, and now only Noah could give the others in his boat th
strength to raise the paddles and seek out the shore he knew lay somewhere ahead. Thre
cycles of the moon ago, as the oodwaters rose up the walls of their city, his dying mothe
Nisir had closed her eyes and seen it in a vision: a thunderbird ying toward her, then twi
peaks on the edge of the western sea, lofty like those of the sacred mountain of Atlantis tha
had been drowning all around them. And now he was sure he had seen it, too, through
crack in the horizon the day before, framed by distant breakers like those that skirted the la
land they had sighted weeks ago, the great cape that jutted out from the desert shore. If the
could survive this malevolent spirit that would drag them down, if he could tame the bea
and ride it into the spirit world, then they might reach that shore. Atlantis might be reborn.
A man’s voice came over the water. “Noah Uta-napishtim, my brother.” Noah put down th
knife and shielded his eyes. He saw the raft of seaweed they had drawn in from the se
tendrils of green and yellow that had been lled with small crabs and sh that had sustaine
them, until they had consumed them all. His eyes moistened in the glare, and he lifted
HE MAN GRIPPED THE EDGE OF THE BOAT

nger to them, wiping his eyelids and licking it, and then put his thumb on his lips, feelin
the wetness of the blood that had been drawn by the knife. They had swallowed the last o
the fresh water days ago. That morning his cousin Lamesh had drunk seawater and th
malevolence had entered him, and they had lashed him down over the crossbeams at th
front of the boat. Lamesh had consumed the lifeblood of the underworld, but befor
appeasing the spirits with the knife, Noah knew he must see the malevolence himself, mu
fix the monstrous shark that lurked below them with his own eyes.
Now he saw his brother’s boat, shimmering in silhouette, a pair of carved wooden leopard
facing each other on the pointed upswept prow. Theirs were the last two boats of the otill
that had set out from the drowning city, the ones that had carried on past the cataract tha
was ooding their sea, and reached the safety of Troy, their outpost on the edge of th
Middle Sea. For one full cycle of the moon they had paddled on, past rocky islands and grea
stretches of desert shore, until they had reached another narrowing of the sea and a towerin
rock the local people called the Pillar of Herakleos; then they had been on the western ocean
They had raised sails of deerskin, and the wind and current had taken them south along th
desert shore. Before the great cape that had been their last sight of land they had alighted a
Lixus, at the Garden of Hesperides, where the priestesses called the Ladies of the West ha
fed them with golden apples and honeyed almonds, where Noah’s brother had fallen unde
their spell and been tempted to stay and found their new citadel.
But just as they had done at Troy, they inscribed a pillar with their names in the ancien
symbols and continued sailing west, over a vast open ocean with no landfall in sight. Whe
the days were overcast, Adad the navigator had stood in the bow of his brother’s boat an
held up the crystal sunstone; it, too, had come from the volcano, pried from the spirit cav
generations before, and used many times by Adad and his forefathers to navigate the spir
lines of their own sea. Its light had dazzled Noah’s eyes, as if it were drawing in the rays from
the dawn, leading them on over the ocean. And at night Noah had traced the line of the Grea
Bear to the polestar, keeping it on the right, just as he had watched his father do when he ha
aligned the pyramid of Atlantis to the rising and setting of the sun: his father Ra Shamash, h
who gave the light, sun shaman, whom they had laid to rest in the chamber inside th
pyramid, surrounded by the sacred obsidian blades and ironstones from the sky that had bee
brought across the ice by their ancestors. But Noah need hardly have bothered to chart th
heavens. It was as if they were on a river on the ocean, being swept inexorably west, a rive
like those of his dreams in the cave that had become the flow of his own spirit journey.
The planks in their boats had held, their sewn seams caulked with boiled animal fat. Th
sweet foods of the Ladies of the West had sustained them, along with the flying fish that leap
into their boats. But then they had been beset by fearsome storms and mountainous wave
Six boats had become four. And nally they had entered this at ocean, where there was n
wind to ll the sails. They had paddled on until they were exhausted. Men desperate for foo
had scraped and licked the animal fat from the seams, and the boats had leaked an
wallowed. They had made re with int and boiled their deerskin sails for broth; Enlil alon
had insisted on keeping his sail. They had gnawed the boars’ teeth they wore as necklace
and scraped the marrow from the bulls’ horns that adorned the prow of Noah’s boat. That ha
kept them strong enough to sh, using nets made of twisted seaweed. But even that ha
proved too much. They had sickened, their gums swelling and bleeding and their teeth fallin

out, and they had become listless. They had begun to die.
Noah saw his brother clearly now, heaving on the cord that lashed the two boats togethe
compressing the oating weeds in between. Enlil stopped, panting and coughing a terrible dr
cough, and then tottered upright with a club in one hand and a spear in the other. He wa
unrecognizable as the muscle-bound giant who had once guarded the holy of holies, th
chamber in Atlantis where they had kept their most sacred objects. Now he looked like one o
the scarecrows they had made together in their father’s elds, naked except for the tattere
remnants of his lionskin cloak. Like Noah’s, his skin was peeling o in blistered layers, h
face a pu ed mass of sores surrounded by matted hair and a beard. He stared across, tryin
to lick his lips, and then shook his spear. “Noah Uta-napishtim,” he croaked again.
“Enlil, my brother,” Noah replied, his voice cracking. “If you call me that, I will call you b
your shaman-name, Gilgamesh, he who would stand above men.”
Enlil slapped the club, then dropped it and stumbled, trying to stand upright, holdin
himself with the spear. His boat tilted, revealing the repairs they had made after the la
storm: thick bulls’ skins taut over the wooden frame, hemp rope sewn through the planks an
lashed around the hull. Enlil had taken care of his boat. Noah saw the other matted an
blistered bodies inside, men whose skin was gray beneath the sunburn, whose eyeballs ha
shrunk into their sockets, whether dead or alive he could not tell. Enlil went down on h
knees against a thwart, still holding the spear. “My brother,” he said hoarsely. “Your anima
are all gone.”
Noah turned to look at his own boat. Enlil was right. They had left with breeding pairs o
animals: goats, sheep, boars, and aurochs, the giant cattle that had lived in the marshlan
near the shore where they had grown up, animals he and Enlil had corralled as boys an
fattened for the blood sacri ce. But now the animals had all died, and they had devoured th
esh. The bull had been the last, killed as it lay on the thwarts bellowing with thirst an
hunger. Noah had plunged the knife into its chest and drawn out the heart as he had don
with bulls many times before, on the altar of their ancestors outside the spirit cave. I
hooves were still tied to the crossbeams, and the skull lay in the scuppers of the boat besid
him, stripped of every morsel of esh, the bone plastered over and painted in red ocher wit
the horns facing the bow. They had fed on the bull in a great feast after they had passe
through the storms, and had drunk its blood in huge gulps. But that had been half a cycle o
the moon ago. Since then there had been nothing more to eat. Only a few of those who ha
feasted were still alive now.
“My brother,” Enlil croaked again. “You seek strength in the spirit world of our ancestors
He shook his head, then rattled the spear. “This is my strength, the metal that made th
spear strong, the spear that has given us food.”
Noah squinted at the copper spearhead glinting in the sun. He remembered that day in th
volcano as boys when they had searched for the obsidian. Enlil had gone farther than an
among the shamans had dared to go before, into the deepest chamber where the red-ho
molten rock seeped out of the underworld. He had seen a golden stream ow among th
molten red, and had watched it blend with silvery rock and form a hard metal. He had swor
Noah to secrecy, had not even told their father; only Enlil knew where it was to be found
Years later, as a man, he had emerged one day from the volcano and stood in front of th
people, brandishing weapons of metal that made his shaman-name seem like a prophecy

Gilgamesh, he who would stand above men, he who would be a god.
Now, on this voyage, the spear had brought down a great bird, its wingspan three times
man’s reach, and had jabbed and killed a turtle. And then a whale had circled them, on
bigger than they had ever seen before, blowing spray high into the sky. The shy smell from
the whale’s blow had left them ravenous. The old man Naher in Haran’s boat had slipped int
the water with a spear tied to a pig’s bladder, and had used all his strength to drive it into th
whale’s head. Haran had lashed his boat to the carcass, and Noah as shaman had been give
the rst strip of oily skin. But then the blood in the water had attracted the sharks, mor
numerous and fearsome than they had seen before. The sharks had gorged themselves in
frenzy, ripping the whale to pieces, and then the great monster had reared up from th
depths, leaping out of the water with its teeth bared. It had crushed Haran’s boat an
consumed them all, Haran and the old man and the others, dragging them down into th
underworld, to the blackness Noah had seen in the depths below. He narrowed his eyes at h
brother. That was what spears of metal had done for them.
Enlil swayed, leaning on his spear. “And we have no women.” Noah felt his chest tighten
No women. It had been a week since sweet-voiced Ishtar had died, a terrible, rasping death i
the bottom of the boat, taken by the malevolence that now stalked them. The sea had seethe
and sparkled, and then a vast welter of bubbles had erupted on the surface, swallowin
Ishtar’s boat and leaving her oating unconscious, wrapped around with the thin, glistenin
tentacles of the blue jelly sh that infested these waters, laments that tingled to the touc
and sent agonizing jolts through the body. They had hauled her into Noah’s boat still aliv
and after she had died he covered her in red ocher and laid her on a raft of seaweed. She ha
worn her boar’s tusk necklace, and held her wooden sta with the vulture skull on top, i
eyes made from the sacred blue rock the hunters had brought from the mountains far to th
east. Ishtar was to have been their mother’s successor, trained as a shaman, but then she ha
been swayed from the old ways by Enlil and his followers, those who had set up idols in th
shape of men, gods they fashioned after themselves. Noah had stared at her body in th
knowledge that he was now the last shaman of Atlantis, the last who knew the rapture of th
spirit journeys and how to spill blood on the altar of sacrifice.
He had watched the birds swoop down, tearing o strips of esh from Ishtar’s body, just a
the vultures had done in Atlantis where the dead had been exposed in the stone circle abov
the city. After two days he had severed her head, lled her eye sockets, and covered th
sinews of her face with plaster he kept in a pot in the bow, placing cowrie shells in th
hollows where her eyes had been pecked out. Her skull was there now, embedded in plaste
below the prow, half in and half out of the spirit world. Noah had told his brother that th
birds were the spirits of their ancestors taking her among them. Enlil had replied that th
birds were hungry. Enlil had lost touch with the spirit world, spending all of his days i
Atlantis inside the city. Noah had still walked past the elds their fathers had learned t
cultivate, and had lived in the forest where their grandfathers had hunted, at one with th
animal spirits. He had only ever entered the citadel to mount the steps up the volcano an
perform his duty as sacrificing shaman, a duty that Enlil and the others had come to scorn.
Noah remembered the monster of the deep, lurking below; what it had done to Haran
boat, how it enslaved them with fear. Out here, the spirits of the beasts still ruled, not th
gods that Enlil and the others thought they themselves had become, wielding their spears o

metal.
Enlil banged the thwart again. “There is no land ahead.”
Noah raised his arm to the west, pointing. “But my brother, I saw it. Through a gap in th
storm clouds before the great calm. Twin peaks on the horizon, exactly as our mothe
prophesied, the mountain she called Dû-Re. I saw distant breakers, and I felt a change in th
rhythm of the waves. We will go there if we summon all our reserves and paddle west. W
will find new animals, new pasture. We will find women.”
“Your visions are mere dreams. The at sea is like the desert. The sun re ects o it an
blinds you to reality, creating phantasms on the horizon. And for half a cycle of the moon
since the storms ended, we have seen nothing.”
But Noah knew what he had seen. And two nights before, there had been another sign. H
had succumbed to hunger, and had devoured the strip of whale skin that had been given t
him when they had cut into the carcass. Eating it had given him terrible sickness, as if th
spirit of the whale were punishing him. But when he awoke, the sickness had passed and th
torpor had lifted. His mouth had stopped bleeding, and the swelling of his gums had receded
It had been a sign of what he must do next. Now he squinted at Enlil. “I must o er blood t
the spirits.”
Enlil waved his arm dismissively. “If you pour blood into the sea, the great shark will com
for you. He is hungry, like those gulls.”
“Then you can kill him with your spear of metal.”
Enlil snorted. “I would not waste it. This spear and others like it will make gods amon
men. When they escaped the deluge, our cousins Adad and Nergal and Ninurta and Annunak
set forth south over land to the great rivers beyond the mountains, and Ishmael and Sethi an
Minos sailed through the islands south from Troy, toward the far shore where the great rive
rises through the desert and waters the oases along its banks. They will found new citadels i
those places. But I am the only one with the secret of the new metal, of the alloy that create
the strong copper.”
“You swore that you would never reveal it. I warned you of its dangers. Men will use it t
kill one another.”
“As long as I alone have the knowledge of the metal, others will bow toward me. I will us
that strength to keep peace among men.”
Noah looked at Enlil. He remembered how his brother had seemed a pillar of strength i
his lionskin, its torn head and tattered mane now hanging over his shoulders. Herakleos, th
Ladies of the West had called him, after the great rock that marked the edge of the Midd
Sea, as they showered him with adulation that Noah feared would go to his head. For a
Enlil’s bravado, Noah knew that his brother was afraid of what might lie before them, afrai
because he had spurned the ways of the shamans who saw the ocean in their spirit journey
for whom the unending horizon brought not terror as it seemed to bring Enlil and h
followers, but instead the rapture Noah felt in the journeys of the mind he took in the spir
cave, journeys where he oated toward the world of their ancestors. “We are close,” Noa
said. “Look to your own signs. The crystal lights the way forward. The palladion has becom
heavier, just as our mother prophesied. When the spirit bird ies out from Dû-Re toward u
when the palladion becomes as heavy as it felt in the spirit cave in the volcano, there we wi
find our new Atlantis.”

Enlil put down his spear and lifted a package from the oor of his boat, swaddled in
bearskin. He struggled to hold it, then raised one leg on the thwarts and rested the object o
his knee. He pulled a lump of quartz out of a pouch on his belt and held it up, averting h
eyes from the glare. “The crystal shines because it draws in the sun’s rays through the cloud
and when the sun is setting in the west the crystal shines on that side,” he said, shoving
back in the pouch. He pointed at the swaddled package. “The palladion fell from the sky an
was brought from the snows of the north by our ancestors. It becomes heavier now becaus
we are approaching the edge of the world, where the earth meets the heavens. Soon it wi
become so heavy that it will sink my boat.”
Noah remembered what his mother had told him about the days of their ancestors whe
the glaciers had reached down almost to the shore of their sea. The palladion was the mo
sacred of the ironstones they had found on the surface of the ice. Noah remembered seein
Enlil disappear with it into the secret place in the volcano where he had learned to wor
metal, emerging with it days later in a shape that seemed to copy the circle of stone pilla
with lintels that he and his followers had forced the old shamans to erect outside the spir
cave. Enlil had taken the most sacred artifact of their ancestors and made it his own. Now h
unwrapped the skin, and Noah saw the crooked cross, its surface smooth and polished. Enl
raised it into the air. “I will meld the ironstone with gold to lock the strength within. The
the others will know that I am destined to hold its power.” He nodded toward Ishtar
severed head in the front of Noah’s boat. “You have your own idols. And you believe you
destination is just beyond the horizon. If you know the way, you no longer need the cryst
or the palladion to guide you.”
“Throw the palladion into the sea, my brother. It belongs with the shades of our ancestor
not in your new world. Placate their spirits, and we may yet fulfill our mother’s prophecy.”
“I will tell your story far and wide, Noah Uta-napishtim, the story of one who had n
animals because he had sacri ced them all, and no women.” Enlil wrapped the palladion bac
in the bearskin and placed it out of sight, then stood up again with his spear. “I will tell ho
a star of heaven fell from the sky, but that it was too heavy for you, and only I could lift
and use its power; and how I wandered through the wilderness in the skin of a lion an
crossed the waters of death, how with my own strength I lifted the vault of the sky tha
covers the abyss. I will tell how the heavens roared and the earth roared too, how dayligh
failed and darkness fell, lighting ashed, the clouds lowered and rained down death. I wi
call the great sh Humbaba, toothed monster, but I will make him a bull-man of th
mountains; when he roars, it will be like the fury of the storms we have sailed through, h
breath will be like the re of the volcano, and his jaws will be death itself. I will tell how
Enlil Gilgamesh, slew the beast and rid the world of the spirit demons that your kind ha
nurtured for so long.” He stomped the spear. “And as for you, my brother, I will tell how
led you to the ends of the earth, the last of the shamans, how I cast you away in darkness, t
the place from which none who enter ever return, down the road from which there is n
coming back. I will call your mountain not Dû-Re, but Nisir, after our mother, as it is for he
memory that I have kept you alive and brought you this far, and because this mythic
mountain is her creation.”
Noah realized with a sudden empty feeling that his brother had been intending to leave him
all along. Enlil had saved him from Atlantis, from horror and death, and had brought him fa

from the reaches of Enlil’s own vengeful followers who would extinguish all of his kind. “O
our voyage from Atlantis,” Enlil continued, “I let you carve the old symbol of Atlantis on m
pillars, set up where we landed; but when I return, I will topple them, and they will b
buried in the earth, and new statues will arise, gods fully formed in the shape of men.” H
heaved up the skin containing the palladion and unwrapped it again. “The old symbol wi
die, but the new one I have fashioned in the palladion will endure through the ages to signif
the coming of the gods.”
Noah looked at Enlil. “These are brave words, my brother, but perhaps in your story yo
will come back to seek me again, and I will tell you from my new spirit cave in the mountai
the truth about what you have become, that believing you have become a god does not sav
you from the certainty of death and the spirit journey we all must take.”
Suddenly there was a white ash in the sky. Noah looked down at the water between th
clumps of weed. Something was di erent. He could no longer see into the depths. It was as
the cusp of the underworld had risen up, as if they were now oating on it. He glanced at th
sky. A darkness had come, a strange pall, as if they had been cast into shadow. Perhaps Enl
was right; perhaps they had reached the end of the world. Then he looked to the wester
horizon and saw a towering bank of cloud, billowing and shadowy, streaked with black. Th
surface of the sea, dead calm for so long, began to shimmer. He felt something they had no
felt for days, something coming from the west, ruffling the water. It was wind.
A ash lit the sky again, and a whiteness sped across from a central point like an expandin
corona. Noah watched in astonishment as the palladion seemed to catch the light and burn a
the edges, a ickering blue aura that pulsed around the ironstone. Enlil swayed back, the
gripped the palladion with both hands as the phantasm disappeared. “That must be my sign
he shouted hoarsely. “I will go.” He put the palladion out of sight in the scuppers and quickl
cast off the rope that held the two boats together. He crawled over to the bipod mast lying o
the thwarts and heaved it up on its rope. One of the other men crawled over to help him. Th
mast came upright, and the tattered deerskin sail billowed out. The wind had alread
strengthened and the sail cracked, taut and full. Enlil shouted across at Noah. “We will b
blown back to Lixus, and to the pillar at the edge of the Middle Sea. I will topple the ston
we left at Lixus to show your passing from the world of men. You have no sail, and yo
cannot follow. You will remain forever outcast here at the edge of existence, Noah Ut
napishtim. Farewell, my brother.”
Noah watched the boat recede. Low, black clouds advanced toward him, constricting th
horizon, the spindrift shimmering in tendrils of white over the waves. The wind raised th
sti ened mass of his hair, and tugged at his beard. This was not like the dry wind that ha
come o the desert weeks before. This wind was moist. There would be rain. He lurched ove
to a basket in the center of the boat and drew a bleached animal skin over it, pressing
down to catch any rain that fell. As he did so, he saw the faded colors of a painting he ha
made on the skin: a mass of buildings, joined together with ladders on the rooftops, an
behind them the triangular form of the pyramid his father had built; above that was the lon
feathered gure of the bird spirit, and behind it the twin peaks of the volcano shaped like
bull’s horns, the place where Enlil and the others had walled up the spirit cave of the
ancestors. He remembered his vision of twin peaks on the horizon ahead. He felt his cracke
lips with his tongue, then drew his thumb again over the obsidian blade, bringing the wetne

of blood to his lips. He looked at the emaciated body of Lamesh tied down in the front of th
boat. Soon there would be more blood in the offing.
A violent gust tilted the boat, whining and howling over the sea, attening the wave cres
and streaking the water with foam. Lightning forked on the horizon, and he heard the du
rumble of thunder. Enlil’s boat was already far to the east, a speck on a foaming cre
beneath racing clouds, and beyond that was the same wall of blackness. Noah twisted around
The blackness was on every side. His heart pounded. Shadowy streaks moved in the clouds a
frightening speed, gyrating around him in one direction. Now he knew why there had been n
ocean swell: He was in the eye of a great storm. The waters that were surging around th
horizon would soon reach him. It was a storm that had been set in motion when they ha
lured the malevolence from the deep, a storm that would encircle and engulf them like th
ring of re he had once lit around the altar of sacri ce, until all that was left of the bodie
was the red-hot embers blown upward by the exhalations of the underworld.
The boat lurched sideways, then pitched into the water with a mighty crash. A huge wav
crest rose high above the trough, and the boat tilted and yawed. He saw another shape ahead
a great swell, sucking them along in its wake. Then the shape swung around, and he saw
giant n cut the water. The shark rolled, its white belly upward and its jaws gaping. In
ash, the huge rows of serrated teeth reared up at him, and he stared the monster in the eye
Then it was gone, sweeping the stern of the boat with its tail. He had seen it. He had taken
the spirit power of the beast. Now it was time. He turned quickly and reached into a jar besid
Ishtar’s skull, taking out handfuls of red ocher powder and smearing it all over his face an
body. He picked up a polished stone mace and lurched toward Lamesh. They had tied him o
his back, over a shallow stone basin, his feet and hands lashed to the rails, and drugged him
with the resin of the poppy. Noah saw the n of the beast circling, menacingly. He raised th
mace, but his arm was too weak. He dropped it, then picked up the obsidian knife and pu
both hands on the grip, holding it tight, shaking.
He remembered the last time he had held the knife like this. It had been in the spirit cav
where they had exposed the bodies of the dead so the hooked talons of the spirit birds coul
rip the esh and take it to the world beyond. It was there that Noah had tied down the bul
and cut their hearts out, giving the meat to the people and letting the blood gush into th
stone basins for the old shamans to gaze into the world beyond. But with their spears o
copper, the new priests had forced the shamans to build a wall over the sacred cave, to bloc
it o except for a small entrance into the mountain, and then to cut huge pillars in the quarr
and struggle with them up the mountain, heaving them into a circle. They had chiseled the
new symbols over the old. And then Enlil himself had ripped the plaster-covered skull of the
ancestor Anu from the ground, gouging out the cowrie-shell eyes and placing it atop the r
of the pillars; Enlil had carved hands into the lintel of the pillar, while the others of the ne
priesthood, those with braided hair and beards, began to rub and chisel away the sacre
paintings on the cave wall and hack o the ancient symbols of their ancestors, leaving onl
those that Enlil and Noah had incised on the wall that day their father had told them the
shaman-names.
And then the oodwaters had begun to rise. Enlil and the new priesthood had assemble
the people and blamed the shamans, ordering them to go to the cave to appease the spirit
But once inside, the shamans had been blocked in, Noah among them, sealed inside

ickering world of shadows and red embers from the re that was always kept alive in th
inner recess. The old shamans had thrown the sacred leaves on the re and taken the milk o
the poppy to ease them on their journey to the spirit world, but fear had tainted their vision
Those who had once oated in water in the dream voyages of the mind were now terri ed o
drowning. Their visions took them on a journey of horror, to darkness and re coming from
within the mountain. An old man seized with terror had carved an image on a pillar,
swirling face that seemed to be caught in a scream. Noah himself had been half crazed by th
smoke and twisting images, seeing men and women tearing at their hair and tossing the
heads round and round. And then they had asked him to bring out the knife, to do what onl
he could do. The basins had filled with blood once again.
He remembered what an old woman had said as she lay back over the basin, her eye
milky white with blindness, her hand holding his and pressing the knife against her heart. Yo
now have the bloodlust, Noah, she had whispered. You will never lose it, and you will doom a
around you by your greed. In the times of our ancestors, when we were driven to seek the spirits o
a river of human blood, he who spilled it was forced to kill himself to save the people from h
bloodlust. You must kill yourself, too, or be cast out forever from the world of men. Your broth
Enlil knows this, as I taught him the old ways. When she pulled the knife in, Noah had tasted th
blood that spattered from her mouth, and he had felt the exultation course through him. Sh
had been right. He had wanted more. They had come willingly, the men and the women an
their children, the boy with the ute. The knife had plunged in over and over again, and th
stone basins had lled with human blood, over owing and smearing the skulls of th
ancestors still embedded in the floor around them.
And then Enlil had broken through the wall and come for him, unable to leave his brothe
behind in that chamber of death. He had forced the others who remained alive to a dar
recess in the cave and had rolled the boulder in front of them, even as they screamed fo
Noah to kill them, too. Noah had gripped a basin and stared into the blood- lled pool. In h
desperation to break the spell, Enlil had taken out the palladion from a pouch and dropped
into the basin, drenching Noah with blood. Noah had seen only the re ection of the pilla
with the skull on top, advancing toward him in repeated visions, swirling round and round
He had fallen backward, wide-eyed and panting, just as the rst water from the sea ha
surged into the chamber. Enlil had pulled the palladion out of the basin and put it in h
pouch, then held Noah upright and hissed in his ear: Atlantis is nished. We new priests will g
to the four corners of the earth and found new cities. You, my brother, the last of the old, I will tak
beyond the Middle Sea to the place where earth and sky meld, to where you and your spirit way
will be beyond the world of men. Enlil had dragged him outside to the boats, but for day
afterward as they paddled away, Noah could hear the screams of the shamans in his mind
and see the blood he had been unable to wash from the cracks on his hands and under h
fingernails.
Now the storm clouds swirled around the boat. Noah tried to stay his hand as he held th
knife. He was trembling not with fear, but with anticipation. He had crossed the boundary i
that cave, and now there was only one river of blood he could ride.
Now the spirits would be appeased.
He plunged the knife into Lamesh, deep and hard, drawing it savagely around, feeling th
warmth of the blood as it gushed out. He reached inside, grasped the still-beating heart, an

pulled it out. He took the knife and sliced into Lamesh’s neck, sawing hard at the bone, an
then held the matted hair with one hand while he severed the head from the body. H
dropped the knife and raised the head high, feeling the rivulets of blood pour down his arm
and face. The storm was closing in now, twisting and swirling, the lightning ashing and th
thunder cracking deafeningly. He dropped the head and scooped up blood from the wound
drinking it in great slurps, slaking his desperate thirst. He saw where the blood had poure
into the small stone basin below the thwart, lling it to the brim. He stared into it, searchin
seeing only the rippling concentric circles where the blood dripped o his face and fell on th
surface of the pool. And then there was a ash in the sky and he saw it in the blood: twi
peaks spouting re, the fabled mountain Dû-Re, appearing over and over again as the bloo
rippled with the motion of the boat. He looked up, letting the rain pour over his face. Th
spirit of the beast had answered him. The river of blood had flowed to the realm of the ancestors.
Suddenly giant waves were upon him. The roar of the wind drowned out the thunder, an
the sea heaved the boat upward as if it were being forced up the ridge of a mountain, drivin
it far away from the circling n of the shark. Noah clutched the thwarts, swaying, feeling th
sweeping sheets of rain that blew in from the east. He suddenly realized what that mean
The wind had turned. The boat was being blown west again. They were on the crest of
towering wave, hanging still. There was another ash, and sunlight appeared through a hol
in the darkness ahead. He blinked the rain and blood from his eyes, then followed the rays o
the sun to where they lit up a narrow strip of sea to the west. A bird came into view, blow
toward them on some easterly eddy of the storm wind, a bird with long trailing feathers lik
nothing he had seen before, colored like a dark rainbow. A thunderbird, but a bird of the land
not of the sea.
Then he saw it on the horizon. A raging line of surf, and beyond that, the twin peaks juttin
against the blackness of the sky.
The prophecy had been fulfilled.
Atlantis would be reborn.

CHAPTER ONE
SOUTHEASTERN BLACK SEA, PRESENT DAY

J

I’ve just found. It’s gold. Solid gold.”
Jack Howard twisted around and stared at the orange glow of the headlamp from the othe
diver below him, the form almost completely obscured by the swirling black cloud o
sediment that lled the tunnel. He dumped air from his buoyancy compensator and droppe
down, exing his knees to prevent his ns from scraping the jagged lava wall, then angle
sideways to avoid becoming entangled in the cable that snaked up to the submersible on th
sea oor above them. He injected a blast of air into his suit to reacquire neutral buoyancy
catching a glimpse of Costas’s face through his visor as he nned sideways to let Jack take h
place. Costas was staring intently at the tunnel wall in front of him, aiming his headlamp a
one spot. Jack followed his gaze, edging forward, keeping his breathing shallow to maintai
his depth in the water, staring into the swirl of sediment. Slowly the particles settled, and h
began to make out the wall beyond. He could see the twisted black lava from the eruptio
ve years ago, its friable surface broken and exposed by the boring drill that had dug throug
the solidi ed ow the day before to create the tunnel. But then he saw something di eren
embedded in the lava, a smooth rock surface cracked and mottled by the searing heat of th
eruption. He peered at the polished surface, his heart suddenly pounding with excitemen
There was no doubt about it. He was looking at a pillar, on some kind of plinth. A pilla
carved by human hands.
“Yes.” He punched his st in the water, then turned to Costas, speaking into his intercom
“I’d begun to wonder whether this place really existed at all, or if it was just a gment of ou
imagination.” He turned back to the pillar, seeing where the plinth had been carved out o
the natural tufa. He had a ashback to the moment he and Costas had rst see
archaeological remains at this site ve years ago from the Aquapod submersibles, watching i
awe as the veils of silt dropped and the walls and roofs of the ancient city appeared, the mo
exhilarating moment to date in his career as an underwater archaeologist. Revisiting scenes o
past triumph was sometimes a strange experience, recalling emotions and high drama lon
gone, but this time it was di erent, like entering a completely new world. The volcan
eruption that had engulfed the site and forced them to leave ve years ago had created
totally unfamiliar environment, a seascape as barren and devoid of life as the surface of th
moon. He turned to Costas. “This is the rst proof we’ve had it was all real. You’re right. It
archaeological gold.”
Costas tapped his shoulder, and aimed his headlamp midway up the wall above the plinth
“Jack, I meant real gold. Have another look.”
Jack followed Costas’s beam and took a deep breath, holding it for a moment to rise a foo
and a half in the water. The beam lit up a nal swirl of volcanic particles that obscured th
pillar, and Jack put out his hand and wafted them away. He let his hand drop, and the
gasped in amazement. “Well, I’ll be damned,” he whispered.
“See what I mean?”
Jack stared, wondering whether his imagination was playing tricks on him. The object i
ACK, YOU’RE NOT GOING TO BELIEVE WHAT

front of him was remarkably similar to one they had found ve years ago, the object that ha
rst led them to this place. He saw the re ected shimmer of gold on the inside of his viso
and he closed his eyes for a moment, half expecting it to be a phantasm, to be gone when h
opened them. But it was still there, a golden disk about a hand’s breadth across embedded i
the pillar, the sheen of gold almost blinding him in the re ected glare of the headlamp. H
reached out and carefully pressed the ngers of his glove against it, feeling the solidity. It wa
real. He felt the adrenaline course through him, and turned and grinned at Costas. “Now
really believe it.”
“That’s the Atlantis symbol, isn’t it?”
Atlantis. It was the rst time either of them had uttered the word since leaving Seaquest
in the submersible two hours before, as if to say it aloud would risk the site closing up o
them again. Jack searched with his eyes, seeing nothing but the golden re ection. “Where ar
you looking?”
Costas turned his head to move his beam away. “Use your headlamp, angled down, lo
beam. You should get more shadow.”
Jack reached up to his helmet and activated the twin halogen lamps on either side, the
ramped them down. Suddenly a symbol appeared on the disk, its lines deeply impressed int
the gold. He stared in astonishment, his mind racing back to the extraordinary events of v
years ago, to the excavation of a Bronze Age wreck in the Aegean Sea at the start of the
quest. They had found a golden disk impressed with this symbol, alongside other symbo
Jack had recognized from an ancient pottery disk found a century before at the Minoan sit
of Phaistos in Crete. The Phaistos symbols had ba ed archaeologists for generations, but th
disk from the wreck contained parallel symbols in the Minoan Linear script, an early form o
Greek, which allowed the Phaistos symbols to be translated.
What they had revealed was astounding, the greatest revelation from an ancient text in th
history of archaeology. One word had stood out, a word that had bedeviled archaeologis
since time immemorial, a word spelled out in the syllabic script of the Minoans an
represented by the symbol in front of Jack now: Atlantis. That had been remarkable enough
but then his colleague Maurice Hiebermeyer had made another discovery deep in th
Egyptian desert, a fragment of papyrus showing that the story of Atlantis told by the Gree
philosopher Plato had not been a myth but was based on hard reality, on an account given t
a Greek traveler by an Egyptian priest who had inherited secret knowledge stretching bac
thousands of years before the rst pharaohs. Together the papyrus and the disk containe
clues that had brought Jack and his team to the southeastern corner of the Black Se
searching a shoreline submerged when the Mediterranean had cascaded over a land bridge a
the present-day Bosporus and lled the Black Sea basin, the last and most catastrophic even
in the sea-level rise caused by the great melt at the end of the Ice Age twelve thousand yea
ago. For Jack, it had been the perfect archaeological quest, a marriage of textual clues, har
science, and intuition, and it had brought together all the skills of his team. They ha
revealed nothing short of the most dramatic archaeological site ever discovered, surroundin
the twin peaks of a partly submerged volcano. It had been a spectacular vision of huma
ingenuity and achievement at the beginning of the Neolithic period, when people had bui
monuments that equaled those of the Egyptians and the Sumerians and the Mesoamerican
thousands of years later.

Jack traced his glove over the symbol on the disk, up the central axis to where tw
symmetrical patterns extended outward like garden rakes, each terminating in a series o
parallel lines. The text on the Phaistos disk had instructed them to follow the shape of th
eagle with outstretched wings, and they had realized that the symbol was also a map, a pla
of the submerged tunnels and chambers they had discovered under the peak of the volcano
Five years ago they had passed through extraordinary wonders: a huge chamber full o
ancient cave paintings of the Ice Age, then a tunnel with carvings showing latter-day pries
of Atlantis with conical hats, and then the holy of holies, the place where the tunnel ahead o
them now might be leading. Yet that chamber with its huge statue of a mother goddess ha
been freshly carved shortly before the ood, and Jack was convinced that somewhere insid
the tunnels and chambers lay other secrets, something that would link the holy of holies an
the priests with those ancestral images from the Ice Age: perhaps an inner sanctum tha
would reveal how the belief system of the Ice Age hunter-gatherers had transformed into
religion of priests and gods and worship. The most likely location, the complex of tunne
ahead of them now, was a place they had only just begun to explore ve years ago when th
North Anatolian Fault had shuddered and the volcano surged to life again, forcing them awa
from the site seemingly forever.
Jack pressed his hand against the surface of the disk, wishing he could remove his glov
and feel it against his skin. He had found gold before: gleaming coins of the Roman emperor
dazzling cups and jewelry on the Bronze Age wreck, gold t for a king. But this disk wa
extraordinarily old, at least as old as the ooding of Atlantis more than seven thousand year
ago. That was three thousand years before the earliest site elsewhere to produce worke
gold, at Varna in Bulgaria. The gold in the disk could have come here with the rst hunte
gatherers who had sought shelter in the caves on the slopes of the volcano during the Ice Ag
who had painted the rock with images of mammoths and fearsome lions and leopards: a ban
of humans of precocious intellect and vision who had traveled south from the retreatin
glaciers with their most precious belongings. Their talent with metals was clear, their abilit
to collect and work copper and then to make an alloy to produce bronze, thousands of yea
before bronze technology reemerged and became widespread in the ancient world. The
could have brought the gold with them from the nearest rich source, the gold-bearing stream
of the Caucasus Mountains to the east, laying woolly mammoth skins in the water an
collecting the precious ecks just as the Greek myths had Jason and the Argonauts do wit
the Golden Fleece. And they could have smelted and fashioned the gold into a disk bearin
their sacred symbol, perhaps at the time they were transforming their world—moving beyon
the natural caves in the volcano by cutting their own passageways and chambers in the rock
then fashioning mud, brick, lime, and volcanic ash into the walls of houses, creating th
world’s first civilization.
To Jack, the golden disk represented everything that was fascinating about this place: th
symbol of a people on the cusp of the greatest revolution in human history, a symbol tha
allowed them to look forward to a new world and yet also back to the time of the
ancestors. He wanted to feel what they had felt, to see the world as they had seen it, to loo
far back in prehistory to the time before the memory of the deep past had become clouded b
the foundation myths that followed the rst cities and the rst dynasties; and he wanted t
look forward to where these people were going, to understand what motivated them as the

poured all their energy into creating this place and then eeing the oncoming ood. If h
could see those things, then he would have found the greatest treasure of this place. H
wanted to discover their past. Above all, he wanted to nd out about their beliefs, how thes
people saw their existence at the dawn of modern religion. He wanted to nd the gods
Atlantis.
Costas tapped Jack’s helmet. “You happy?”
Jack drew his eyes away from the symbol and looked at Costas, his form now visible as th
sediment cleared. Beneath a tattered boilersuit lled with tools, Costas was completel
encased in white, like an astronaut. His helmet bore the anchor logo of the Internation
Maritime University, partly obscured by a laser range- nding device that he had spirite
away from the engineering department, one of numerous gadgets that always festooned him
when he went diving. Underneath the white outer layer they were both wearing e-suit
Kevlar-reinforced dry suits with integrated buoyancy systems, back-mounted oxyge
rebreathers, and dive computers with readouts visible inside their helmets. But the fame
environmental resilience of the e-suit did not extend to diving in near-boiling water inside a
active volcano, so they were entirely encased in thermal protection developed at IMU from
the latest NASA and Russian spacesuit technology. Jack had to remind himself that they wer
not inside some lunar simulator, but under the Black Sea o Turkey, more than a hundre
feet below a solidi ed lava ow and heading for a place that made outer space seem
distinctly congenial.
He tapped the intercom on the side of his helmet. “Happier now I know we’re on targe
Lucky that pillar wasn’t crunched by the borer.”
“I was driving it, remember? Rule number one. Never trash the archaeology.”
“You mean you got lucky.”
“We used the 3-D terrain map of the site from five years ago, and put the borer dead on th
entrance to the chamber leading to the holy of holies.”
“I’ve lost all sense of direction. My compass has gone haywire.”
“Did Lanowski mention the magnetic anomaly?” Costas said. “We noticed it yesterda
when we did a magnetometer run over the site. The readouts showed some pretty spectacula
spikes, centering over the likely location of the magma chamber. The Turkish geologic
survey guy with us said he’d recorded a similar anomaly at several other places along th
North Anatolian Fault, though nowhere as spectacular as here. You get anomalies like this a
a few other places in the world where an upsurge in magma has a localized e ect on th
earth’s magnetic eld—along the Puerto Rico Fault in the north Caribbean, for instance. Th
guy said there’s a lot of variation in how magnetic materials react to these eld changes, bu
they’d noticed that meteoritic iron is the most dramatic. Several samples they had from on
meteorite impact site in Siberia felt twice as heavy as normal at one place along the Nort
Anatolian Fault where they tried them, and he reckoned it might even be more marked here
“Sounds like fodder for the fringe theorists,” Jack replied. “The people who still thin
Atlantis could only have been built by extraterrestrials. The truth is, everything we saw her
is paralleled elsewhere in early sites, only on a lesser scale. And we only have to look at th
Egyptian pyramids or Stonehenge to see that doing things on a colossal scale was never a
much of a problem in the past as the fringe theorists seem to believe.”
“Man makes himself,” Costas said. “Isn’t that the famous Jack Howard byline? Everythin
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